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Methodological Support of coMpoSite laboratory practicuM 

uSing Software and hardware froM national inStruMentS

Social and scientific and technical processes in modern society intensify the search 
for new ways to use innovative means of training, provided a harmonious combination 
of traditional methods. informatization of education is a form of its updating and 
modernization. This is especially true concerning natural mathematical disciplines where 
the use of computer hardware and software is an integral part of study of the theoretical 
principles as well as organization of practical and laboratory sessions and workshops.

problem. introduction of information and communication tools provides real 
opportunities to use new forms and methods of learning. The basis of the modern laboratory 
practicum, virtually of any discipline, is a complex of measuring equipment connected with 
the laboratory models. The use of computer technology for educational purposes, based 
on virtual instruments, is a today trend. Virtual instrument (Vi) in the educational lab is a 
computerized measuring device, additionally equipped with a special software application 
and various measurement modules, such as input-output data multi-card, sensors, 
transducers, etc. All this allows you to automate the operation of collecting, processing and 
presentation of measurement data and has a convenient interface. its software and hardware 
capabilities support implementation of the functions inherent in traditional instruments 
and ensure representation of the results on the screen in a user friendly form.

Therefore the problem of forming of methodological basis of the use of such tools in 
education, experimental-research, design-engineering works and training of future teachers 
of physics who can work with them is urgent. innovative strategies in the learning process 
will provide an opportunity of familiarization with technologies that are being developed 
today, and tomorrow will be part of our lives.

The reasoning of necessity to implement compositional laboratory practicum 
based on hardware and software Multisim-LabVieW-eLViS ii of national instruments, 
establishing methodological and methodical basis of their use is the purpose of this article.

analysis of research and publications. Scientific works of famous scientists 
and methodologists P.Atamanchuk, o.buhayov, S.Goncharenko, o.ivanytsky, Ye.Korshak, 
M.Martynyuk, V.Rozumovsky, o.Sergeyev, V.Syrotiuk, V.tyschuk, V.Sharko and others 
devoted to the problems of improving the content and structure of education. Several 
publications by L.blagodarenko, o.Lyashenko, M.Shut reveal the content and perspectives 
of polytechnization of national physical education. The issue of informatization of the 
educational process was covered in works by S.Velychko, b.Hershunsky, M.Zhaldak, 
Yu.Zhuk, Yu.Mashbits, n.Morze, S.Semerikov, i.teplytsky and many others.

However, the performed studies are not comprehensive regarding all aspects of 
effective use of modern information and communication technologies, especially those 
related to the modernization of educational physical experiment based on hardware and 
software tools of computer equipment and training of future teachers of physics and 
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computer science to use them.
The main material. Among the specialized software and hardware that meet 

modern technical and didactic requirements there are application software packages 
Multisim, LabVieW of national instruments and eLViS ii (educational Laboratory Virtual 
instrumentation Suite) complex – a set of virtual instruments for educational laboratories 
[2, 3]. 

on the basis of them, one can effectively organize continuous and consequent cycle 
of training based on one platform under the scheme (Figure 1):

Fig.1. Scheme of consequent cycle of specialists training using software and hardware             
by national instruments.

Their effectiveness is due to many reasons, including: the possibility of organizing 
the project method in teaching physics and other natural sciences, which may be based on 
the formation of structured tasks and forming composite laboratory practicum where the 
execution of computer laboratory works is an integral part.

A characteristic feature of the composite laboratory practicum, such as the basics 
of digital circuitry is that its methodological basis is a combination of virtual, computing 
and full-scale experiments. When building a concept of the model of composite laboratory 
practicum, the ratio of theoretical, experimental and computational component thereof 
is important. Through the use of hardware and software by national instruments the 
simulation, virtual and full-scale experiments can be considered as equivalent components 
(Figure 2).

Fig. 2. components of composite laboratory practicum.
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in composite combination, the execution of works of the laboratory practicum is as 
follows: 1) processing of theoretical information, studying methods and techniques of 
experiments, outputting formulas, drawing diagrams, preparing spreadsheets and reports; 
2) carrying out simulation using Multisim software platform, saving results in tables and 
graphs and 3) carrying out a full-scale experiment on the eLViS ii workstation and the 
LabVieW virtual instruments. 

ni eLViS ii is a set of physical devices and virtual instruments that provide an 
opportunity for laboratory research in electronics, electrical engineering, measurement 
technology, automation. it consists of a desktop workstation connected to a computer via a 
multifunctional input-output module (data collection) and uses software instruments (also 
called virtual instruments) created in the LabVieW programming environment [1].

The hardware and software of national instruments provides an opportunity to fully 
reveal the essence of computer methods of scientific research that is the basis of our work 
in this direction.

conclusions. The transition to a qualitatively new level of construction of laboratory 
practicum is an urgent problem to solve that requires the creation of appropriate 
methodological and methodical support based on real and virtual experiments. The term 
“simulation” in the compositional practicum can be seen in three aspects: 1) application 
(narrow) − construction of a model and its simulation-level research; 2) methodological − as 
a new method of knowledge, and 3) scientific – as a new kind of technology for experimental 
research works. 
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